The Evolutionary Dungeon Designer (EDD) [1] is as a mixedinitiative tool for creating dungeons for adventure games. Results from a user study with game developers positively evaluated EDD as a suitable framework for collaboration between human designers and PCG suggestions, highlighting these as time-saving and inspiring for creating dungeons [2] .
INTRODUCTION
Procedural content generation (PCG) has been widely used to generate content in games for different reasons, due to constraints Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). in memory [3] , create new experiences for the user [18] , animations [14] or more recently, to create most of the assets [7] . Moreover, interest in PCG has increased as researchers have explored ways to automate, reduce cost and, produce novel and interesting content, for instance, weapons [6] , levels [16] , music and sound [9, 15] , and even complete commercial games [4] .
Search-based procedural content generation (SBPCG) is a popular PCG approach that uses evolutionary algorithms (EA) for guiding the content generation process by means of evaluation functions [17] . Mixed-initiative SBPCG involves human users in the evolutionary process so that promotes the co-creation of human and machine-made designs [11] . As discussed by Baldwin et al. [2] , it is important for a mixedinitiative SBPCG approach to evaluate the degree to which generated designs are aesthetically pleasing and interesting to the human designer. This is stressed by the designer's will to imprint and preserve their custom designs on the generated content offered by the PCG system. It is a non-trivial task to know which parts the designer wants to preserve, as well as correctly balancing human and procedurally designed content in the generated solutions. This motivates the work presented here, in which we address the need for assessing aesthetic criteria by improving both: the solution encoding mechanism and the fitness evaluation function in EDD's evolutionary algorithm. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents previous and related works in mixed-initiative design. Section 3 describes 
RELATED WORK
Aesthetic criteria was specified by previous research as a key feature while evaluating content, as it leads to the generation of more customized content in the eyes of the human designer, whose aesthetic vision on the content is preserved [6, 10, 12] .
Interactive evolutionary approaches incorporate human evaluation by allowing the user to select, either implicitly or explicitly, the parents of the next generation of procedurally generated individuals. In Zhang et al. [19] the system allows users to draw simple primitive shapes to seed an evolutionary algorithm and train a neural network with their aesthetic vision. In Galactic Arms Race [6] players preferences on the evolved weapons is implicitly deducted from the amount time they actively select those weapons during the gameplay.
Liapis et al. [10] , incorporated visual aesthetics as an evaluation of their generated spaceships by calculating different aesthetic concepts: symmetry along axes, weight distribution or design simplicity. Moreover, Mariño and Lelis [13] generated levels for Mario using symmetry as objective function, which based on their user study, were as visually pleasing as the ones created by human designers and even more than other similar approaches.
The Evolutionary Dungeon Designer
EDD is a mixed-initiative authoring tool for generating dungeon rooms using a feasible-infeasible two population (fi-2pop) evolutionary approach, which is interactively evaluated and edited by a designer. The current version of EDD consists of six different building blocks that represent floors, walls, enemies, treasures, doors and entrances. This can be used by the user to brush paint and compose a NxM size room which, at its minimum, must hold one of each tile. Both the tiles and the finished room can be seen in Figure 1a ) and b).
EDD takes the work presented in The Evolutionary World Designer [5] one step further, by procedurally generating rooms and their specific content. EDD's EA follows the approach of Liapis et al. [10] using the evaluation of the user to change the internal evaluation and configuration of the system. Its fitness evaluation is driven by the use of game design micro-and meso-patterns, as shown in Figure 1 c) and d) . A detailed description of EDD's patternbased fitness, genetic algorithm and mixed-initiative approach can be found in [1] and [2] .
ASSESSING AESTHETIC CRITERIA
Our approach is divided in two; on one side, the algorithm implicitly has control over different aesthetic criteria using the edited room as a base to measure symmetry and similarity for the EA. On the other side, the designer was given control over what they wanted to preserve by being able to select tiles in the room to be immutable (i.e. not changeable in following generations).
Preserving Custom Aesthetic Structures
To preserve the aesthetic criteria of a designer's edited room, we give the users the ability to manually lock custom structures in it, preserving these in the upcoming suggestions. This is possible by incorporating a new brush which is used as a complementary modifier when editing the room. The designer can now lock any The process to subdivide the room is straightforward; the designer is presented with the room to be edited, and by using the lock brush, the room seamlessly subdivides and creates zones, which classifies the room's tiles into two sets: the immutable tiles (i.e. invalid or locked) and the mutable tiles (i.e. valid or unlocked).
An individual's genotype is now changed from a direct encoding (each tile is a gene) to a semi-direct encoding using a tree structure, with the nodes of the tree as different zones of the room, constructed from the mutable and immutable tiles, and the leaf nodes, only containing sets of mutable tiles, as candidates to be used for crossing and mutation. Figure 3 shows the room, it's division into zones and the tree representation used by the EA.
The advantages of this representation are that it allows the EA to reduce the search space by only considering valid zones of the room, and improves the crossover operator by allowing the exchange of irregular shapes between individuals along different parts of the room.
In practice, this solution allows users to preserve any aesthetic change (either significant or detailed) that they want to keep in further generations, while still receiving novel suggestions created following the pattern-based fitness function. It also means that the construction of the dungeon can be performed differently: instead of manually editing a room first to later generate appealing solutions based on it, the user can now start from a suggestion, selecting parts of it that look promising that are kept through subsequent generations, until the user's needs and criteria are met.
Evaluating Symmetry and Similarity
While the pattern-based fitness function worked well for functionality purposes, it did not consider nor capture any aesthetic aspects into it. Therefore, in order to consider and preserve visual aesthetic criteria, we evaluate the rooms for their symmetry along the X and Y axes, backslash and front slash diagonal as shown in Figure 4 and calculate the similarity that subsequent individuals had in comparison with the original edited room. For simplicity, we differentiate the room by impassable (i.e. walls) and passable (i.e. floor, treasure and enemy) tiles. 
Symmetry evaluation.
To calculate the symmetry of a room we evaluate the impassable tiles of one side against their corresponding tile on the other side for the X and Y axes and diagonals. The highest symmetric value is then used in equation 1 to calculate the fitness. f symmet ry = hiдhestSymmetricV alue totalW alls
Equation 1 allow us to calculate symmetry while also preventing the favoring of more walls. Once calculated, we weight the result into the individual's fitness, and as consequence it would favor more or less symmetric rooms and preserve the room's configuration as it can be seen in Figure 5 .
Similarity evaluation.
The similarity value between an edited room and successive evolved rooms is calculated by comparing every tile in the original with the corresponding tile in subsequent individuals. Once the total amount of equal tiles is known, we calculate the similarity percentage based on the total amount of tiles, following equation 2.
We introduced a second parameter called idealSimilarity, which represents how similar we want the individuals to be. Following equation 3 we measured the error between both similarities and used it as the similarity fitness. The result of incorporating the similarity evaluation into the final fitness is shown in Figure 6 where is observable that depending on the idealSimilarityPercentaдe the original room goes from having a slight variation to start losing its resemblance.
Finally and expanding over the previous work on EDD [2] , these calculations (i.e. f symmet ry and f simil ar ity ) are included into the existing fitness evaluation of an individual as shown in equation 4. f inventor ial and f spacial , evaluates the overall layout of the room, and the frequency and quality of the design patterns in the room, respectively. An in-depth explanation of both can be found in [2] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented the advancements done on EDD in relation to the evolutionary system with different evaluations, encoding, genotype representation and strategies that aims on preserving and consider the designer's aesthetic criteria. By introducing the capability of locking sections of a room, we changed the individual's encoding from direct to semi-direct, and in turn, offered new and easier possibilities to perform different operations to the individuals, as well as, allowing the designer to preserve individual tiles, shapes, routes and even design patterns.
Moreover, we successfully integrated and produced rooms evaluated on symmetry and similarity that held the overlying structure of the micro-patterns. The added evaluations establishes the path to preserve and consider more in-depth the designers criteria and produce personalized work that accurately transmit the ideas and intentions of the designer.
We aim to more throughly evaluate the system by incorporate the three techniques into a user study, similar to the one done by Baldwin et al. [2] to validate the tool's capacity on assessing the designer's criteria. It would be interesting to add more aesthetic concepts to evaluate the produced content, for instance, density, simplicity, sparseness and individuality.
The subdivision of the map could be extended to perform a parallel evolution on the custom aesthetic structures locked by the designers and propose interesting variations. Moreover, a zone analysis could be introduced to increase the dungeon's knowledge for the designer by suggesting changes to fulfill different player models, similar to Holmgård's approach [8] , or paths and statistics. Finally, we would like to explore different types of representations towards more generative encodings to test, compare and measure the differences and advantages of the resulting maps.
